In this paper, we discussed graph labelings that the distance irregular labeling within which will be presented the results of the distance irregularity strength of ladder graph and triangular ladder graph. The distance irregular labeling on a graph G with v vertices is defined as an assignment λ : V → {1, 2, · · · , k} so that the weights calculated at vertices are distinct. The weight of a vertex x in G is defined as the sum of the labels of all the vertices adjacent to x (distance 1 from x), that is,
Introduction
In this paper, will be discussed about graph labeling. One type of graph labeling is distance irregular labeling on graph G is a natural number labeling (label may be used repeatedly) on the set vertex of the graph G such that the weights at each vertex of G distinct. Weight of a vertex x in G is defined as the sum of all labels vertex adjacent to x (distance 1 from x) [7] . The distance irregular labeling of a graph G, in other words, no single labeling. The problem is how to label the graph is such that the largest natural number which is used as the label is minimum. The minimum natural number is called with the distance irregularity strength of G, denoted by dis(G) [7] .
The minimum value of the largest label over all such irregular assignments if the edges of a simple connected graph of order at least is assigned by positive integer labels such that the graph becomes irregular, that is, the weight (the sum of edge labels) at each vertex is distinct. The minimum value of the largest label is called irregularity strength of the graph [3] . One of the topics on the graph labeling is the distance irregular labeling. The basic concept of distance irregular labeling [7] within can be seen as follows. Definition 1. The distance irregular labeling of the graph G with v vertices is an assignment λ : V → {1, 2, · · · , k} so that the weights calculated at vertices are distinct. The weight of a vertex x in G is defined as the sum of the labels of all the vertices adjacent to x (distance 1 from x), that is,
The distance irregularity strength of G, denoted by dis(G), is the minimum value of the largest label k over all such irregular assignments.
The distance irregular labeling of disorder within motivated by previous labeling, i.e. vertex irregular total labeling [2] , distance magic labeling of the [6] , as well as distance labeling antimagic [1] . Lemma 1. Let G be a connected graph on v vertices with minimum degree δ and maximum degree ∆ and there is no vertex having identical neighbors, then
Proof. The smallest weight value among the weights of vertices of G is δ. Since the weight of every vertex must be distinct and G has v vertices, the largest weight value among the weights of vertices of G is at least v + δ − 1. This weight is obtained from the sum of at most ∆ integers. Thus the largest label that contributes to this weight must be at least v+δ−1 ∆ . The lower limit applies to a graph in general and can be scaled according to the graph structure to be determined the distance irregularity strength dis.
We used Lemma 1 and pattern recognition to solve the problem about distance irregularity labeling from ladder graph and triangular ladder graph.
Main Results
This section will discuss the theorem about the distance irregularity strength from ladder graph and triangular ladder graph.
♦ Theorem 1. For every integer n 3, the distance irregularity strength of the ladder graph L n is dis(L n ) = n + 2.
Proof. The ladder graph L n is a graph that has a set of vertices V (L n ) = {u i , v i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n} where many vertices |V | = 2n and set of edge the E(
In the ladder graph has the smallest degree δ = 2 and the greatest degree ∆ = 3. By Lemma 1, by substituting the degree then
The resulting lower limit may be increased in accordance with the structure of the ladder graph into dis(L n ) ≥ n + 2. At the pendant vertex that has two degrees so that in determining the weight depending on the labels of u i and v i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Because the neighbors of each vertex u i is v i and u i+1 and the neighbors of each vertex v i is u i and v i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then weighting of u i and v i should be different, if not differently would lead weights u i will have a value equal to the weight of v i and it demonstrated the contradiction with the Definition 1. Thus, obtained lower limit dis(L n ) ≥ n+2 (1) Furthermore, it will be shown that dis(L n ) ≤ n + 2 vertex label of the ladder graph as follows:
For n = 3, 4 :
For n = 5 :
For n = 6 :
For n ≥ 7 : 
From the labeling can be determined formulations of weights as follows:
Thus the weight at each vertex is distinct, so:
Of the lower and upper limits shown in (1) and (2) it can be concluded that the dis(L n ) = n + 2.
Triangular ladder graph is a graph derived from the ladder graph with the addition of the connecting vertex u i with the vertex v i+1 , so it will be determined as the distance irregularity strength the following theorem.
♦ Theorem 2. For every integer n 3, the distance irregularity strength from the triangular ladder graph L n is dis(L n ) = n.
Proof. The triangular ladder graph L n is a graph that has a set of vertices
where many edges |E| = 4n − 3. In the triangular ladder graph has the smallest degree δ = 2 and the greatest degree ∆ = 4. By Lemma 1, by substituting the degree of hence got
The resulting lower limit may be increased in accordance with the structure of the triangular ladder graph into dis(L n ) ≥ n. At the pendant vertex u i of three degrees so that in determining the weight depending on the labels of v i , v i+1 , and u i+1 and the pendant vertex v i of two degrees so that in determining the weight depending on the labels of u i and v i+1 where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Because the neighbors of each vertex u i is v i , v i+1 , and u i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and neighbors of each vertex v i is u i and v i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n., then the weight of each vertex u i and v i must be distinct. The label so that a minimum of the triangular ladder graph is n, in order to obtain dis(L n ) ≥ n (3) Furthermore, to indicate that the dis(L n ) ≤ n vertex label of the triangular ladder graph as follows:
From the labeling can be determined formulations of weights as follows: Thus the weight at each vertex is distinct, so: dis(L n ) ≤ n (4) Of the lower and upper limits shown in (3) and (4) it can be concluded that the dis(L n ) = n.
Conclusion
Based on the results of the previous discussion, it was given an open problem to determine the value of irregularities distance the three-cycle ladder graph T CL n and gem ladder graph Dl n with n ≥ 2.
